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Sicilian artistic and cultural heritage 

Italy has the 60% of the world artistic and cultural heritage. 

Sicily has the 60% of the italian artistic and cultural heritage. So you can figure out Sicily is endowed with the most important and 
famous artistic and cultural heritage in the World. 

The Erasmus students will able to visit all the artistic and cultutal marvels in Sicily: they will perceive the art and culture around 
them, literally.  

So the ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI “KANDINSKIJ” in Trapani, wants to provide the Erasmus students with the following  

SICILIAN ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

POCKET DIARY 

It aims to: 

 Developing the cultural exchange between the sicilian and european students 

 Letting the Erasmus students know the sicilian artistic and cultural heritage and most important cities; 

 Letting the Erasmus students may also learn by seeing the sicilian heritage in real context. 

The “Sicilian artistic and cultural heritage pocket diary” is a brief guide to let the Erasmus students may reach places, cities, 
museums, archaeological parks and local attractions. 

The Erasmus students will receive an Academic card and let them the free entrance in almost every sicilian museums and 
archaeological parks. In other cases the card lets to have an hard discount on the ticket prices. 
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Art and culture in Sicily 

Sicily is the italian “Magna Grecia”. 

Also Sicily is famous in the world for its remarkable landscapes and natural heritage. The province of Trapani is one of the most 
appreciate territory for its culture, artistic and natural heritage, and for its culinary delights in Italy. During the Semester Courses 
students will have the chance to know the sicilian and italian cultural heritage and contemporary cultural opportunities, from real 
life, thanks to guided tours in the main cities, focused on the history of Sicily. 

Students will visit the city of Palermo which is the 2018 Italian Capital City of Culture and its several cultural events and art 
exhibitions, the Temples Valley in Agrigento, Old and New Gibellina the largest sculpture open museum in Europe, Motia 
Isle, the city of Siracusa and its Archaeologic Park, the city of Catania and its Etna Valley, the city of Taormina and its 
amphitheater, the Dancing Satyr, the Egadi Archipelago, the Eolie Archipelago, the Atelier sul Mare the first museum-
hotel in Europe, the roman mosaics in Piazza Armerina, and many more natural and cultural beauties. 

 

       
         Palermo          Temples Valley –Agrigento-                                Dionyso’s Ear –Siracusa- 
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        Squares System –New Gibellina-                                                                Mothia Isle                                                               Dancing Satyr –Marsala- 

       
                                     Etna Volcano –Catania-                               Taormina –Messina-                                           Hotel Atelier sul mare –Castel di Tusa- 
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                                   Hotel Atelier sul mare –Castel di Tusa-                                       Casale Roman Villa -Piazza Armerina’s mosaics 

        
Trapani and the Egadi Archipelago 
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Alberto Burri’s Cretto –Old Gibellina-  
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Museums’ list in Sicily (not exhaustive list) 

Archaeologic Park in Agrigento 

Interdisciplinary regional museum in Caltanissetta 

Regional Museum of Ceramics in Caltagirone 

Roman amphitheater in Catania  

Giovanni Verga’s museum in Catania 

Regional Archaeologic Park of the Casale Roman Villa in Piazza Armerina 

Archaeologic regional museum of NAXOS in Giardini Naxos 

Greek-Roman theater in Taormina  

Modern and contemporary regional museum of art in Palermo 

Megara Hyblaea Archaeologic Park in Siracusa 

Maniace Castel in Siracusa 

Jonic Temple in Siracusa 

Neapolis Archaeologic Park in Siracusa 

Segesta Archaeologic Park in Calatafimi 

Selinunte Archaeologic Park in Castelvetrano 

Genovese’s Cave in Levanzo 

Agostino Pepoli regional museum in Trapani 


